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Battles of the civil war worksheet

The Civil War was the bloodiest and most expensive war on American soil. See Allied and Allied leaders and learn what life was like for north and south soldiers. The Civil War was the culmination of regional and social tensions in 1800s America. It will tear the nation apart. Jefferson Davis was president of the Esies
during the Civil War. See his top generals in the next photo. Confederate Gen. Robert E. Lee is shown here at his home 11 days after the End of the Civil War. See some of the Leaders of the Coalition he fought in the following photo. In this photo, Confederate President Abraham Lincoln, center, visits the camp with
Major Alan Pinkerton, his bodyguard and head of Union Intelligence, and General John McClelland. President Abraham Lincoln meets with Confederate General George McClellan in the General's Tent in Antietam. Lincoln was very unhappy with McClellan and later replaced him. Gen. William T. Sherman became the
union's top military leader. He is best known for the campaign March to the Sea that took him through southern states. Most people are not known for the military exploitation of General Ambrose E. Burnside, but his legacy is alive through those who share his characteristic facial hair - an on the side. Get a glimpse into
the life of a regular soldier in the next photo. Soldiers waited when they had no marches or fights. These Allied forces spend time in trenches just before the siege of Petersburg. Let's take a look at the Allies in the next photo. For many soldiers, their uniforms were what they brought with them. These Allied volunteers
were stationed in Pensacola, Florida, around 1861. See the scene of the first fight in the next image. The 1861 attack on Sumter Fort was the first major turning point of the Civil War. See another battle scene in South Carolina in the following image. These black units of the 54th Massachusetts Regiment fight for the 18th
Massachusetts Regiment during a raid on Fort Wagner, South Carolina, on July 18, 1863. Were there many Confederate casualties who cared for the wounded? After the atrocities of the war, she found the American Red Cross. Typical field hospitals are listed below. Cutting was common during the Civil War. Limbs



were often thrown into large piles just outside such surgical tents in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, in 1863. Head to the next page to see the Gettysburg scene. On July 3, 1863, a fierce battle between allied and allied forces took place in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. Four months after the Victory of the Union, Lincoln gave his
famous speech. Abraham Lincoln delivered the famous Gettysburg address on November 19, 1863. The battle was still going on, but it was a major turning point in the war. Dennis K. Johnson/Lonely Planet Images/Getty Images a Conference StrikeSumter Castle was the battle that began the Civil War, and the first
major land battle was the first battle of Bull Run (or Manassas). The fight was held on July 21, 1861, near Manassas Junction, on the banks of the tiny Bull Run River in Virginia. It hurled 35,000 allied troops against 20,000 allied troops. In addition to being the first major battle of the Civil War, it was also expected to be
last, at least by Abraham Lincoln. His intention was to attack enemy forces and clear the route to Richmond. But the Allies were all amateurs, not enough to prepare for the battle. Despite a promising start in which 4,500 rebels were forced to retreat, the Coalition was overwhelmed by allied reinforcements. Alwise
untrained, coalition forces were matched by a number of Allied soldiers and were killed in breaking their lines to force Washington to make a planless retreat. However, as a result of this early and decisive victory, their morale and outlook on them increased significantly. The coalition's total casualties numbered 3,000, in
contrast to the 1,750 Allies. Nine OK/Photographers' Choice RF/Getty Images Most of the major civil war battles were fought on Allied territory, while the Battle of Antietam and Gettysburg was fought within the 1910s. Both were the result of Allied General Robert E. Lee's attempts to reduce pressure on allied capitals by
storming the North. Neither battle was successful for the Allies, and both were represented by very high casualty numbers. The Battle of Antietam, between the forces under General Lee and General George McClellan, was carried out on September 17, 1862. It was carried out near Sharpsburg, Md., and involved allied
forces attacking much larger Allied forces. Fortunately for Lee, however, the Commander of the Allied Forces was a general renowned for not being able to take decisive action, and even though he had nearly twice as many men, McClellan missed a golden opportunity to destroy Lee's forces and undermine the Allied
war effort. The Battle of Gettysburg was held on July 1-3, 1863, in the town of Gettysburg, and Pa.Lee struck north again, this time bringing the balance of power fairly evenly closer. Lee concentrated his forces under George Mead and John Reynolds and tried to destroy the Allies, but a series of decisive attacks on allied
lines failed and reinforcements arrived in time to force an Allied retreat. To mark the 150th anniversary of the Civil War, a special edition of The Atlantic, featuring an introduction to President Barack Obama, features some of the most fascinating stories from the magazine's archives. Contributors include such
celebrationsWriters include Mark Twain, Henry James, Harriet Beecher Stowe, Frederick Douglass, Nathaniel Hawthorne and Louisa May Alcott. Through its coverage, essays, fiction and poetry, The Atlantic directly documented conflicts, from the country's deepening divisions in the years leading up to the conflict to the
horrors of the battlefield and the reconstruction of postwar society. Now, this 148-page edition captures all of that. With contemporary essays by Ta-Nehisi Coates and Jeffrey Goldberg and memorable images from the National Portrait Gallery, this rich collection is perfect for anyone interested in the dramatic story of
America's most transformative moments. To purchase the Limited Edition Memorial Civil War Printing Issue, order here. The issue is also available in Atlantic Magazine's digital format for iPads: digital version app, Nook, and Kindle. Buy now: The Battle of Raymond was fought on May 12, 1863, during the Civil War
(1861-1865). Coalition Major General James B. McPherson 12,000 Allied Brigadier General John Gregg 4,400 In late 1862, Major General Ulysses S. Grant launched an effort to capture the main Confederate stronghold of Vicksburg, perched high on a cliff above Mississippi. After a few false starts, Grant chose to move
south through Louisiana and cross the river south of Vicksburg. He was helped into this effort by rear admiral David D. Porter's gunboat. On April 30, 1863, the Grant, Tennessee, army began crossing Mississippi in Bruinsburg, and grant moved inland, except for the Confederate defenders of Port Gibson. With coalition
forces in the south, Lt. Gen. John Pemberton, commander of allied forces in Vicksburg, began organizing defenses outside the city and calling for reinforcements from Gen. Joseph E. Johnston. Most of these were directed at Jackson, who had his transit to the city hampered by damage caused to the railroad by Colonel
Benjamin Greerson's cavalry raid in April. As Grant advanced northeast, Pemberton expected allied forces to drive directly through Vicksburg and began to pull back toward the city. Unbalanced by the enemy, Grant instead set a target for Jackson, cutting off the Southern Railway that connected the two cities. Using the
Big Black River to cover his left side, Grant proceeded to the right with Major General James B. McPherson's XVII Corps and issued an order to hit Bolton's railroads through Raymond. To McPherson's left, Major General John McClennaland's XIII Corps was to cut the South at Edwards, and Major General William T.
Sherman's XV Corps was to attack between Edwards and Bolton in Midway (map). In an attempt to stop Grant's advance on Jackson, Pemberton instructed him to send all reinforcements to reach the capitalmiles southwest to Raymond. Here he was hoping to form a defensive line behind Forteen Mile Creek. The first
troop to arrive in Raymond was that of Brigadier General John Gregg's Strong Strength Brigade. Greg, who entered the town with a weary man on May 11, discovered that the local cavalry unit had not properly posted guards on the roads in the area. Greg, who created the camp, was not aware that McPherson's legion
was approaching from the southwest. While the Allies were resting, Grant ordered McPherson to push two divisions into Raymond by noon on May 12. To comply with this request, he instructed Major General John Logan's 3rd Division to lead the advance. Screened by union cavalry, Logan's men pushed toward 14 Mile
Creek early on May 12. Learning from locals that a large Allied coalition was advancing, Logan deployed the 20th Ohio state in a long skirmish and sent it toward the creek. Hampered by rough terrain and vegetation, the 20th Ohio state moved slowly. Shortening the line, Logan pushed Brigadier General Elias Dennis' 2nd
Brigade into a field along the west bank of the creek. In Raymond, Greg had recently received intelligence implying that Grant's body was south of Edwards. As a result, when allied reports arrived near the creek, he believed they were part of a small raid party. Marching his men out of town, Greg hid them on a hill
overlooking a creek. In an an end to lure the Commonwealth into a trap, he sent a small guard to a bridge over a creek in the hope that the enemy would attack. When the Confederate men crossed the bridge, Greg was going to overwhelm them. Around 10 a.m., union skirmishes pushed toward the bridge but stopped at
a nearby tree line rather than attack. Then, to Greg's surprise, they advanced their artillery and began firing at the Allies near the bridge. The development concluded that Greg was facing a full brigade rather than a raid force. Unins deterrence, he changed his plans and shifted his commands to the left as he prepared for
a larger ambush. As the enemy crossed the creek, he also intended to attack while sending two regiments through trees to strike coalition artillery. Across the creek, McPherson suspected a trap and instructed him to move the rest of Logan's division up. While one brigade was being held in the reserves, Brig. Gen. John
E. Smith's brigade was quietly deployed to The Right of Dennis. Logan's men, who ordered his troops to advance, slowly made their way through the vegetation toward the creek's deep bank. Because of the creek bend, the first opposite was the 23rd Indiana. When they reached the distant bank, they came under heavy
attack from allied forces. Hearing the cries of the enemy, Colonel Manningforth led the 20th State of Ohio to the aid of the 23rd Indiana State. Coming under fire, the Ohions used a creek bed for cover. From this position, they engaged in third place with texas in the seventhHard press, the Force requested the 20th
Illinois state to proceed to the aid of his regiment (map). Surging past the 20th Ohio State, the Allies advanced and soon encountered Logan's body, which was in a nearby tree line. As the two exchanged fires, the Allied forces in the creek began to return with their associates. To better understand the situation,
McPherson and Logan instructed allied forces to withdraw a short distance to the fence line. Establishing a new position, they were pursued by two Allied regiments who believed the enemy was fleeing. Encountering the new Uni Online, they began to take big losses. Their situation quickly worsened as the 31st Illinois
State, posted to Logan's right, began attacking their armpits. To the left of the Allies, Greg integrated the 10/30th Tennessee with two regiments ordered to enter the rear of the enemy, the 50th Tennessee, advancing and scattering the Confederate cavalry screen. Watching his cavalry retreat, Logan began to worry
about his right side. Racing around the field, he pulled two regiments from Brig. Gen. John Stevenson's reserve brigade to plug holes in the line and dispatched two more, seventh Missouri and 32nd Ohio, to cover the right of the Coalition. These units later joined the regiment of Brigadier General Marchellas Crocker's
division. When Tennessee on the 50th and 10th/30th emerged from the trees and looked at the Confederates, it quickly became clear that Greg was not an enemy brigade, but rather an entire division. As the 50th and 10th/30th Tennessees were pulled back into the trees, the third Tennessee began to collapse as the
lying fire in 31st Tennessee took its toll. When the Tennessee Regiment collapsed, the 7th Texas came under fire from across Uni Online. Struck by the eighth Illinois state, the Texans finally broke down and fled across a creek with confederate troops. In search of new instructions, Col. Randall McGavok of 10/30
Tennessee dispatched an aide to Greg. Unable to find their commander in chief, the aide returned and informed McGivok of the collapse of the Allies to the right. Without informing Tennessee in the 50th, McGavok advanced his men at an angle to attack the Coalition's chaser. Charging forward, they began slowing
Logan's advance until it was taken to the side by 31st Illinois State. Maintaining significant losses, including McGavok, the regiment be launched a combat withdrawal to a nearby hill. Here, greg's reserves, joined by the remnants of the 41st Tennessee as well as other broken regiments. Pausing to reform their men,
McPherson and Logan began firing on the hill. This continued as the days went on. Desperately trying to restore order to his orders, Greg saw McPherson's line move sideways his position on the hill. Running out of resources to contest this, he began to retreat.Jackson. Fighting delayed action to cover the withdrawal,
Greg's forces took a growing loss from coalition artillery before completely leaving. At the Battle of Raymond, McPherson's unit killed 68 people, wounded 341 and left 37 missing, while Greg lost 100 dead, 305 injured and 415. With Greg and arriving Allied reinforcements concentrated on Jackson, Grant decided to make
a big effort against the city. Winning the Battle of Jackson on May 14, he captured mississippi's capital and destroyed rail connections to Vicksburg. Grant, who turned west to deal with Pemberton, defeated Allied commanders at Champion Hill (May 16) and The Big Black River Bridge (May 17). Back in Vicksburg's
defense, Pemberton turned back the two Coalition attacks but eventually lost the city after a siege that ended on July 4. 4.
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